
WRITING A SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL REVIEW

Find tips on how to write your first review article - a useful experience for any scientist.

Otherwise, simply reject. Yes, I sometimes wrote things that were wrong or at least imperfect when
constructing a section from memory. Your labmates and collaborators also can help you with the editing
process. You can easily draw a graph with fake results. What You'll Find on this Page This page features a
discussion of each of the following components of writing a scientific review article: Choosing a topic and
finding articles What questions to answer in your review Which sections to include and tips for writing them
Other tips and tricks are featured underneath this box. Pay very close attention to the graphical requirements
for figures. There is no specific page number for the length unless the journal has it in the instruction.
Concentrate more on the content rather than names. Make sure the paper is within the scope of the journal. A
note on reviews Reviews are usually published by experts in the field. This was easy in my case, because my
adviser and I both preferred that I be the main researcher and writer and that he act as a consultant on
high-level issues. Emily Crawford emily. If you want to write a shorter review, pick a narrower topic.
However, even in this case, you have to verify the results. Afternoons I often spent writing at my apartment or
at the library on campus. We suggest that you perform three readings of a paper, concentrating on a different
element each time. The editor in chief in most of the reputable journals will do a preliminary assessment
including the plagiarism checker. When you ask for a revision, you have to be specific about what you want
exactly from the author. The second reading allows you to concentrate on the scientific nuts and bolts of the
research: the method, analysis and conclusions. I did this by hand on paper; an Excel spreadsheet also would
work. Maybe it is his first time writing a scientific paper. You might also notice a fatal flaw during your first
reading. Authors must ensure that the sources are legitimate research studies and that they are similar in nature
e. I then easily could see which papers agreed on which topics, what trends emerged over time and where the
controversies in the field lay. He may not get sleep for two days It happened to me during my Ph. Guest posts
are encouraged. This may also harm your reputation in the future if the editor knows that without informing
him. In addition to having more available data, other advantages include confirmatory data analysis and that
reviews are considered to be an evidence-based resource. Is it aimed at people in related fields who may be
venturing into a new cross-disciplinary area? Specify exactly the point of weakness and where in the paper?
Check the references for fake journals and conferences. You do not need to copyedit a paper â€” that is
generally the job of the journal that has asked you to review the article. If you have a conflict of interest with
one of the authors, never even accept this paper to review. Remember to distinguish between major and minor
issues, and to read the paper in chronological order. It may have Methods and Results sections, particularly if
you have taken a systemmatic and quantitative approach to your review, or it may be a more narrative review,
divided into sections that help you tell the story and elucidate the topic. In addition, statistical functions and
interpretations are more complex and authors must ensure that the populations from each study and all studies
combined are heterogeneous.


